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Application of Zener diode : Zener diode as Voltage Regulator 
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After writing these equations, please explain how Zener works as Voltage 

regulator for the following cases:  

a) Source Variations : ( If VPS may change and Load RL is a constant)  

1. If VPS increases , then Ii should increase , but Ii = IL + Iz , but since IL remains constant as Load is 

constant , Iz has to increase. From reverse characteristics of Zener we see that if Iz remains less than 

Iz(max) then, the voltage across the zener I.e Vz almost does not change at all i.e VL remains constant 

i.e Output voltage remains constant in this case.  

2. If VPS decreases , then Ii should decrease as well , but Ii = IL + Iz , but since IL remains constant as 

Load is constant , Iz has to decrease. From reverse characteristics of Zener we see that if Iz remains 

greater than Iz(min) then, the voltage across the zener I.e Vz almost does not change at all i.e VL 

remains constant i.e Output voltage remains constant in this case. 

(Draw Reverse I-V curve for Zener while explaining) 
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b) Load Variations : ( If Load RL is changes and source Vps is constant)  

1. If Load RL is of high value, then IL will be smaller. But since Vps is not changing current Ii should 

remain constant. Also Ii = IL + Iz, thus for Ii to be a constant, since IL is reducing, zener current Iz has to 

increase (< Iz (max)). As we can notice from reverse curve of zener, even if Iz increases, still the voltage 

across zener is not changing much, i.e  Vz almost does not change at all i.e VL remains constant i.e 

Output voltage remains constant in this case. 

2. If Load RL is of low value, then IL will be a large value. But since Vps is not changing current Ii should 

remain constant. Also Ii = IL + Iz, thus for Ii to be a constant, since IL is increasing, zener current Iz has 

to decrease (> Iz (min)). As we can notice from reverse curve of zener, even if Iz decreases, still the 

voltage across zener is not changing much, i.e  Vz almost does not change at all i.e VL remains constant 

i.e Output voltage remains constant in this case. 

The output voltage VL of the circuit from fig 2.16 remains almost constant irrespective of the 

variations in the supply voltage and changes in the load current. Hence, the above circuit from fig 

2.16 works as a Voltage Regulator.  

Note : We have assumed for Above analysis , that Zener diode is ideal ( zener resistance  

 

 

 

 

 

Below design example 2.5 is given for Reference study only: It helps in 

understanding voltage Regulation better  
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